The Preparation

You have been invited here to receive The Preparation as it has been given through
Moriah. This Preparation is being given by the Teachers of Love to guide humanity
through the change that is occurring.
Your prophesies tell of radical change, but they do not truly describe the change for
which you must prepare. While there are some measures people must take to be able
to endure events due to climate change, political change, financial instability, and
changes occurring within the human race, these are not the changes for which you must
devote your complete attention to preparation.
The change, for which We have come to prepare you, is due to evolutionary change in
which interplanetary beings will mix. That is what We, the Teachers of Love, have come
to bring.
You are already aware of previous interventions to save humanity. The Teachers whom
you have studied and followed including Jesus Christ, Mohammed, and others were
those who came to guide you through previous periods in human history when humanity
was lost and required additional guidance. Now these religious traditions must join by
taking the next step together. Your previous interventions were to help humans access
spiritual guidance in order to learn to live together. Now you will receive guidance about
how to live with those beings who are not human.
Before We begin the Preparation, We are giving you basic rules to live by. If you do not
adhere to these rules, you may perish.
1. Do not invite non-human beings in. Do not pray for them, or to them. Do not allow
them access to your mind. They want to overthrow you, manipulate you for their
purpose, and take your planet earth for themselves.
2. Do not speak with them. You are being given a Curriculum for the preparation for joining with non-human beings.
a. You do not know how to protect your thoughts from them. They communicate
telepathically. Until you learn how to protect your thoughts from being read, you
are in danger.
b. They communicate to one another telepathically, or mind to mind. Until you
learn how to understand their communication, you cannot know their intent.
3. Do not allow yourself to be flattered into following them. Human ego may become
the cause for the downfall of the human race. Beware of anyone who praises you and
encourages you to join their cause. They will not disclose their true agenda.

4. Do not follow those who promise, but will not deliver. Humans have many wants and
needs. Your politicians, for example, know this, and sometimes use this to gain your
trust. They never had any intention of fulfilling these promises, nor do they have the
ability. You have frequently already succumbed to their will. However, the stakes are
now much higher. The stake now is human survival.
5. Follow only True Teachers. Moriah is a True Teacher. Most are not. They teach what
they have studied, and most is simply a smorgasbord of spiritual samplings mixed
together. They are not True Teachers because what they teach is not a True Teaching.
The Preparation being given here is the True Teaching, sanctioned by Love, and given
by the Teachers of Love. Love is God, or Allah, or Higher Power. Therefore, these
Teachers of Love are True, and are giving this Message through the Messenger named
Moriah.
It is so ordained.

Teaching Points from The Preparation
1. Pray for (instead) those who follow Love in all worlds.
2. Do not ask non-humans for help. They will use your vulnerability to their advantage.
3. Do not attempt to communicate with them. Hide your thoughts; be aware of theirs.
They are not here to help you. Those who help you are out of sight (as are We, the
Teachers of Love).
4. Be wary of anyone who flatters you. They have another agenda.
5. Do not follow any who promise wealth, health, or youth. They have a different agenda
and will perceive you as weak.
6. Following Love is for all, but the weak of mind and spirit will be unable and will fall
away.
7. Do not dabble in spiritual smorgasbords. Many who teach are not True Teachers.
Commit to your spiritual path and purpose, and follow only where it takes you.
8. Have courage. Your Guidance is always available to you. You must learn to receive
and follow It, and only It.
We are the Teachers of Love.
Our Message is of Love, ordained by Love, given by Love.
We bring that Message of Love through the Messenger named Moriah.

We have not come to save you. We have come to help you save yourself.
The Teachers of Love are highly evolved beings Who are assisting humanity with the
evolutionary changes that are occurring.
We are not here to make predictions; We are here to lead.
Moriah is a human with in-bred capacity to see and understand beyond your current
definition of “normal”. What she sees is internal. She is given a world-view from a
perspective of being detached, while simultaneously living in your day-to-day reality.
A long time ago, she agreed to “bring forth a Message”. She is therefore a Messenger.
Her mission in her lifetime is to tell the Message to humans. The Message is timely.
To ignore it would put humanity in grave danger. To sensationalize it would be to trample
that which is holy. To deny it would be to choose to live in ignorance without adequate
preparation.
What is the Preparation to which We refer? The Preparation for joining with those
who are not human.
Your “experiencers” know of telepathy. Many report visions and messages given by
telepathy. With telepathy, words are not necessary. Entire concepts are “downloaded” or
received mind-to-mind. That is how Moriah receives our communication. That is how
interplanetary beings communicate.
However, true telepathic communication for which you need to prepare is more than
mind-to-mind transmission. It is also mind shut-down. In other words, to know anotherʼs
intent is available through telepathy. To refuse to allow others to know your intent requires communication shields. The Curriculum which We will give to you through Moriah
will prepare humanity for both.
This is not a personal situation, yet it will require the responsible study by many for your
planet to survive. Humans feel ownership of planet earth. Yet, those who come will not
recognize humanityʼs claim.
Imagine that your planet became inhospitable to human life such as through climate
change, pollution, or any number of other possibilities. Now imagine that you are to find
another planet that is compatible with human needs. Reverse that image.
Imagine that other life-forms from other planets are in need of a place to inhabit that is
compatible, or at least not inhospitable, to their needs. When that possible location is
discovered, observed from afar, and inhabited by a few, the information would then
reach others. Soon, more would come.
That is the situation with planet earth. Long observed for itʼs great biodiversity, it has
become selected as a possible location for those seeking a new home. They have their
own culture and ways of relating. They will not come to assimilate; they will come to
overpower and control.

This is your opportunity, and responsibility, to save yourselves. You must do these
things in order to have a chance for human survival:
1. Learn to communicate telepathically.
2. Learn to shield your thoughts.
3. Note whom to trust. Avoid anyone and any situation that feels untrustworthy.
4. Learn to follow gut instinct. Those who survive evolutionary change are those who
adapt by following their original instincts, or those instincts developed throughout the
time of human beings.
5. Learn to open your mind and see what is really occurring. Most of what you see is a
picture developed in your mind of what you want to see.
6. You do not create your own reality by simply wishing. You create it through opening
yourself to Love, and allowing Love to lead you. We will provide direction through
Invitation To Love given to you through a Messenger named Moriah.

